
No.

599B-02

599-029

Name

Hakko 599B tip cleaner Includes No.599-029 
cleaning wire

Specification

cleaning wire for 
Hakko 599/599B

No water required.
Will not reduce the tip temperature like conventional sponges.
Cleans better than conventional sponges.

CAUTION 
 Cleaning the wire :
*There might be a small amount of white powder in the 
bag. This is a normal by-product of the flux in the wire. It 
will not effect the use or efficiency of this product.

*Do not use as a cleaning pad on kitchen ware.
*Keep out of reach of children.

OPERATION
・Remove any residual solder from the tip surface first by 
thrusting the tip into the cleaning wire.

・Do not "wipe" the tip against the cleaning wire . This action 
may cause dangerous splatter from solder that may be on 
the tip.

・When changing the cleaning wire remove the top case in 
a vertical direction to prevent solder debris from falling out.

Open the case

When changing the cleaning wire, remove the case to vertical 
direction not to fall the solder debris.
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